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and Kazuhiro Kusahara, Professor
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emerging themes explained the

of Hiroshima University, published
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the following article:

interested in learning about Lesson

PGTRIs. The participating primary

Kim,

Study.
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2. Dong-Min LEE
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using
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teacher-researchers
developed
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Kim,

Kawaguchi,

J.,

Associate
Associate

Kawaguchi,
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&

particular

Wars”: Peace Education in Japan.

identities as practitioner agents of

Wissenschaft und Frieden (Science
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geography
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For download this article’s

information (abstract, reference,
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URL, etc.) to your association’s
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URL:

board
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https://www.researchgate.net/pub
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directly.

s_Peace_Education_in_Japan
(Abstract)
In Japan, peace education based on
bitter repent of totalitarianism and
militarism has played a crucial role
in promoting anti-war sentiment.
However, peace education that
focuses on damages to ordinary
people and brutality of war per se
leads to placing blame on the
nation-state and sympathizing with
the blameless citizens—the image
of “bad state and innocent people”
makes Japan’s war responsibility
ambiguous.

Problematizing

the

tradition, the authors argue the
importance of student agency and
communication in peace education
to conceive and create peace with
others instead of inheriting a given
understanding of peace.
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